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PROJECTIVE DIMENSION OF COMPLEX BORDISM
MODULES OF CW-SPECTRA, I
ZEN-ICHI YOSIMURA
(Received December 15, 1972)
Let MU*( ) be the (reduced) complex bordism theory defined on the
Boardman's stable category [4] of CW-spectra. Recall that MU* ( = MU*(S0))
^Z[xly x2y •••], deg Xi=2i. In [3] Baas has constructed a tower of homology
theories
MU*( ) = Mt7<oo>#( )_>..._^MC/<tt>*( ) -+•-> M£/<0>*( )«£?*( )
such that MU<n)* ( = MU<n>*(S°))^Z[xly •••, xn]y which factorizes the Thorn
homomorphism μ: MU*( )->#*( ). When Td(x
λ
)=\ and Td{χ.)=Q for all
7^2 (it is possible to choose ring generators x{ of MU* with such properties),
we shall write MUTd(n)*( ) instead of MU<n)*( ) for emphasis. MUTd<X)*( )
can be identified with the connective homology K-theory k*{ ). Then the
tower of homology theories
factorizes the homomorphism ζ: MU*( )-+k*( ) lifting the Thorn homomor-
phism μ
c
: MU*( )-+K*( ).
Under the assumption that X is a finite CW-complex, Conner, Smith and
Johnson ([6] and [9]) investigated conditions that the Thorn homomorphism μ:
MU*(X)-+H*(X) is an epimorphism, and that the homomorphism ζ: MU*(X)
-+k*(X) is an epimorphism. In the present paper we try to extend these results
to a CW-spectrum.
In § 1 we study some basic properties of CW-spectra and homology theories
MUζn)*{ ) for the sake of our later references.
Landweber [10] indicated that there exists a MU*-resolution for a CPf-spec-
trum as well as a finite CW-complex (Theorem 1). In § 2 we construct two
spectral sequences
i) EζnyUX)=Tov™v*(MU<n>*y MU*(X))-*MU<ti>*(X)
and
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ii) E
using a connective MU*-resolution for a connective CW-spectrum X. The
second spectral sequence yields the following universal coefficient sequence
0 -> ΈxtiK^iX), Z) -> K*(X) — Hom(K*(X), Z) — 0
(Theorem 3).
In § 3 we give necessary and sufficient conditions that μ: MU*(X) —>H*(X)
is an epimorphism (Theorems 4 and 5) and that ζ: MU*(X)->k*(X) is an
epimorphism (Theorem 7). Finally we give a new proof of Johnson's theorem
[8] (Theorem 8).
In a subsequent paper with the same title we will discuss conditions under
which μ(n>: MU*(X)-+MUζn)*(X) is an epimorphism for a general n}>0.
1. Homology theories MU<n)*{ ) of C TF-spectra
1.1. Let C be the category of based CW-complexes and S the stable
category of CW-spectra defined by Boardman [4] (and also see [11]). We may
regard a based CFF-complex as a CW-spectrum via the canonical inclusion
functor J: C-* S. A CW-spectrum X is said to be l-connected if
πt(X) = {Σ°, X}i ^ {Σ% X}0 = 0 for all i£l.
When a CW^-spectrum X is /-connected for some /, we say X is connective. Notice
that a based CW-complex is (—l)-connected.
Let X be a /-connected CPF-spectrum. We define an additive cohomology
theory on C by
h*{B)={JB,Xy.
According to Brown's theorem [5] there exists an Ω-spectrum {Yp} such that
{JB, X} P^[B, Yp], Remark that Yp is a (/+^)-connected CW-complex. Any
w-connected CPF-complex is homotopy equivalent to a certain CW-complex
having no cells in dimensions <n-\-1 (except the base point). So we can assume
that Yp has no cells in dimensions <l+p+1. Let Y=ΌjpYp be the CW-
spectrum associated with the prespectrum {Yp}. Since JpYp is a CPF-spectrum
without cells in dimensions < / + l , Y has no cells in dimensions < / + l .
Furthermore the associated spectrum Y is homotopy equivalent to X [11,
Theorem 14.4]. Thus we obtain the following proposition [4].
Proposition 1. Let X be a l-connected CW-spectrum. Then there exists a
CW-spectrum Y such that
i) Y has no cells in dimensions less than l-\~ 1 {except the base point), and
ii) Y is homotopy equivalent to X.
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Let X be a finite CW^-spectrum and {Xp} the skeleton filtration of X. By
an induction process on p we shall construct the function dual D(XP) of Xp such
that the number of τz-cells in Xp coincides with that of (—w)-cells in D(XP).
Assume that D(XP~1) satisfies the required property. XP\XP~X is a finite wedge
of ^-spheres, i.e., XpjXp~1= VΣ*. We can take VΣ~* as D(Xp/Xp-1)=
D(VΣP), because {Z, VΣ - *}«Θ{Z, Σ " * } ^ {VΣPZ, Σ0} = {Z,F( VΣ*, Σ0)} for
arbitrary CίF-spectra Z. So D(XP/XP~1) satisfies the required property. Let
δ: Ί,-
1D(Xp-1)=D(ΣXp-1)-+D(XPIXp-1)= VΣ"* be the induced morphism of
the boundary Xp/Xp-1-+Σ
ι
X*-1. We define the function dual D(XP) of X* as
the mapping cone of δ. As is easily seen, there is a one to one correspondence
between the set of w-cells in Xp and that of (—τz)-cells in D(XP). By choosing
a large enough skeleton of X we get
Lemma 2. Let X be a finite CW-spectrum. The function dual DX of X
can be taken as a finite CW-spectrum such that the number of n-cells in X coincides
with that of {—n)-cells in DX.
1.2. Let MU denote the unitary Thorn spectrum. We recall that
π*(MU)^Z[xl9 x2> •••]
where Xi&π2i(MU). Baas [3] has constructed a tower of CW-spectra
(1.1) MU = Mt/<oo> ->...-> MUζri) -* . . .-^ Mt/<0>
such that
Denote by μ
mttt, 0^n<miζ°°y the canonical morphism
Let us denote by M£/*( ) (=Mί7<oo>
ϊiί( )) and MU<n)*{ ) the (reduced)
homology theories represented by the spectra MU and MUζn) respectively.
Proposition 1 implies that
(1.2) MU<m>j(X) = 0 for j£l and O^w^oo,
when X is /-connected. We have the following basic relation between MU(ii>*( )
and MUζn—1>*( ) [3]: There is a natural exact sequence
(1.3) — MU<n).{X) -^MU<ή>J +JX)^5MU<n-l>.+ 2 n(X) - * -
for any CW-spectrum X where τζn)={μ
nttt-^)* and xn denotes the multiplica-
tion by x
n
.
Let K(Z) denote the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. The Thorn map
μ: MU->K(Z) admits a factorization
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MU - ^ Mt/<0>
z>0 induces an isomorphism (z>0)*: τr*(Mf/<0»-> π*(K(Z))y and hence z>0 is a homo-
topy equivalence. Therefore M£/<()>*( ) becomes the ordinary (reduced)
homology theory, i.e.,
(1.4) Mt/<0>*( ) « # * ( ) .
So we may regard (μoo>0)* as the Thorn homomorphism μ. Let us denote by
μζn) and K^O the homomorphisms (μ<oo>n)* and (μn,o)* respectively.
Now we shall prove two lemmas using the exact sequenence (1.3).
Lemma 3. Let X be a CW-spectrum such that MU<jί)i{X) is a torsion free
abelίan group for i^k. Then τ(n): MUζn>j(X)->MUζn—l>j(X) is an epimor-
phism for j<^
Proof. In the following commutative diagram
H - l ^
i i
for i^k, the upper row is exact and -x
n
: MU<n>*(X)®Q^MU<n>*(X)®Q
is a monomorphism by virtue of Dold's theorem [7]. Hence we get the required
result immediately.
Lemma 4. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum. If μζn}: MUi(X)->
MU<n>i(X) are epimorphismsfor alli^k, then μζri+V): MUi(X)->MC/<w+l>,(X)
are also so for the same i.
Proof. By an induction on z, i ^ k, we shall prove the lemma. For
sufficiently small z, μ(n+1>, is an epimorphism because of (1.2). Next, assume
that μ<tι+ 1>, are epimorphisms for all z, i^j— 1 and j ' ^k . Consider the follow-
ing commutative diagram
MU._2n_2(X)
X
n+ι
in which the bottom row is exact. μζn-{-Y}j_2n_2 and μ<X>y are epimorphisms
by the assumptions. By chasing the above diagram we see easily that μζfi-\-Y)j
is an epimorphism.
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1.3. Let X be a connective C W-spectrum and 0 ^  n < m ^  <χ>. We observe
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences {E<jrι/{X)} for MU<m>*(X). Let
{FpMU<jn)*(X)} be the usual increasing filtration of MU<m>*(X) defined by
skeletons. Note that FjMUζm>*(X) = 0 for sufficiently small/. As is well
known, we have isomorphisms
E<rn>l*{X) » Hp{X)®MU<m)*
and
of Mf/^w^^-modules. Since the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences for
MU<nί)*(X)®Q collapse, the differentials of {Eζm>r(X)} are torsion valued.
As an elementary result we have that
E<my\0{X) at E<niy;Λ{X) for j^k+3, and
for pίίk,
provided X is a connective CίF-spectrum such that H^X) is torsion free abelian
for z
Proposition 5. Let Xbe a connective CW-spectrum and 0^w<m^oo. If
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for MU*(X) collapses, then (μWfn)* induces
an isomorphism
(g)
Proof. Since the spectral sequence {Er(X) = E<ooyr(X)} for MU*(X)
collapses, {Eζn}r(X)} collapse for all w^O. On the other hand,
<ή>*, Hp(X)®MU<m}*) » Torf(MC7<n>*, Hp(X)) = 0
for 0 ^ w < w ^ oo. Here we have the commutative diagram
\ \
with exact rows. By an induction on p we can show that
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are isomorphisms for all p. Passing to the direct limit, it follows that
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 6. Let X be α connective CW-spectrum and l^m^oo,
I) The following conditions are equivalent:
0) H*{X) is a free abelίan group
i)
m
 MU<m)*(X) is a free MUζm) ^ -module;
ii)
m
 MUζmy*(X) is a projective MU <jri)*-module.
II) The following conditions are equivalent:
0Y H*(X) is a torsion free abelίan group
m)
m
 MZJζm)*(X) is aflat MlKnCy%-module.
Proof. O ) - * ^ and 0) '^i i i)
m
: Since the spectral sequences {E(myr(X)}
for MU(nί)*(X) collapse, there exist exact sequences
0 - F^MUζmy^X) - FpMU<m)*{X) - Hp{X)®MU<m>* -* 0
of MU<[my*-modules for all p. On the other hand, we note that
Tor™u<™>*{Hp{X)®MU<ni>^ C) » Ύorf(Hp(X), C), k^O,
for any MUζnί)* -module C Then 0) -> i)
m
 and 0/ -»iii)
m
 follow immediately.
iii)
w
->0)/: By an induction o n ^ we shall show that Hp(X) is torsion free
abelian. Assume that Hj{X) is torsion free abelian for j^p—.1. Because of
(1.5) v<m): MZKmyi(X)^>H£(X) is an epimorphism for i^p+2. Consider
the following commutative square
MU<m>*(X))p
* i
H,(X) > Hp{X)®Q .
The upper horizontal map is a monomorphism and the right vertical one is an
isomorphism (Proposition 5). So we find that the bottom horizontal map is a
monomorphism, i.e., Hp{X) is torsion free abelian.
iU-Mi)* is obvious.
ii)
m
—>0): H*(X) is torsion free abelian because a projective MUζtn}*-
module is flat. Making use of Proposition 5 we get an isomorphism
v<m): Z <g) MU<rny*(X) ->
MU<m>iti
Then the projectivity of MUζmy*(X) implies that H*(X) is free abelian.
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2. Spectral sequences arising from MU* -resolutions
2.1. First we introduce (connective) MUζm)*-resolutions, 0^m^°oy for
a (connective) CW-spectrum X.
I) A partial {connective) MUζnΐ)^.-resolution of X of length 1 is a cofibration
of (connective) CPF-spectra
such that
i) MUζtny*(W) is a projective MC/O^^-module, and
ii) /*: MU<my*(W)^MU<nί>*(X) is an epimorphism.
II) A MU(my^-resolution of X is a diagram consisting of CW-spectra
and morphisms
\ \ \
W
o
 W
x
 Wk
such that Wk-*Xk(lXk+1 is a partial MUζm)*-resolution of Xk (of length 1)
for each k^O.
It is said to be connective if Wky Xk and the union Xoo= U -X"Λ of Xk are all
connective.
Ill) We say that a (connective) MUζnί)* -resolution {Xk, Wk} of X has
/e/igtf/z / when MUζmy*(Xι) is a projective MUζmy*-module.
Note that a MlKnί)*-resolution {Xfe, H .^} of X yields a projective
resolution
(2.1) -
Let JΓ be a connective CW-spectrum and W(X)= {Xky Wk) a connective
MU*-resolution of X. The union X^ = X^X)) of Xfe has the following property.
Lemma 7. X*, w contractible.
Proof. Let X be /-connected. First we shall show by an induction on k
that
is an epimorphism for each/^/+3&. Assume that μ: MUj(Xk)->Hj(Xk) is an
epimorphism forj^l-\-3k. Then Hj(Xk+1) is free abelian for the samej. (1.5)
implies that μ: MUi(Xk+1)^>Hi(Xk+1) is an epimorphism for z ^ / + 3 ( Λ + l ) .
This means that Hj(Xk)->Hj(Xk+1) is a zero map for j ^l-\-3k. Therefore we
get
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Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence {Er} for π^(XJ). Since
E2=H*(XOO; π*)—0 and X^ is connective, we can easily see that π*(XJ)=Q and
hence X^ is contractible.
Next we discuss the existence of (connective) MU*-resolutions. The
following result was given by Landweber [10] (and also see [1]).
Proposition 8. Let X be a (l-connected) CW-spectrum. Then there exists a
partial (l-connected) MU ^ -resolution
of X of length 1. In particular, W can be taken as a wedge sum of finite CW-
spectra.
Proof. Assume that X is /-connected. By Proposition 1 we may assume
that X has no cells in dimensions < / + l Take any element x^MUp(X)^
{Σp, XA MU} ,p>l. Then there exists finite CPF-subspectra X' and E
x
 of X
and MU respectively and x is factorized in the form
In virtue of Lemma 2 we may insist that the function dual DX' of X' has no cells
in dimensions > — (/+1). So Έ,PΛDX' is a finite CW-spectrum of dimension
^p-l—1. Since MUp-ι~1= \J J2nMU(n)p-ι-1+2n, we can choose Ex to be in
the form J2nMU(n)p-ι-1+2n. Putting WX=Έ,PΛDEX, it is a finite CW-spectrum
having no cells in dimensions </+l> and hence /-connected. Since H*(MU(n))
is free abelian, Proposition 6 implies that MU*(WX) is a free MU*-module. Let
fx> W
x
=Σ
p
ΛDE
x
^>X'c:X be< the dual morphism of x'. By construction we
see that
* e l m {(/,)*: MU*(WS)^>MU*(X)} .
Put W=WWX and f=Vfx: W=VWX^X where x runs over a set of
generators for MU*(X). As is easily seen,
i) PFis a /-connected CPF-spectrum such that MU*(W) is a free MC/*-module,
and
ii) / * : M£/*( W) -* MU*(X) is an epimorphism. Consequently, the cofibration
W >Xd Y forms a partial /-connected MU*-resolution of X.
By an iterated application of Proposition 8 we have the following result
which is the extension of Conner-Smith's theorem [6].
Theorem 1. Let X be a (connective) CW-spectrum. Then there exists a
(connective) MU ^-resolution of X.
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2.2. Let Z b e a connective CίF-spectrum and W(X)= {Xk, Wk}k>0 a con-
nective MU*-resolution of X. By setting Xk=Xk+JX0 and Xoo=-X'oo/X0 we
define an increasing filtration {Xk} of Xoo. Fix ny 0^n<oo, and observe the
spectral sequence {E<jιf{W(X))} of MU<n)*{X) associated with the filtration
{Xk} (see [1] and [6]). Making use of Lemma 7 we define an increasing filtra-
tion of MU<n>*(X) by
FfMU<nyk{X)
By definition of the spectral sequence we have
(2 2) D<n>lp " = MU<n>P+*ΛXP+Jχo)
(
 ' ' E<nyp., = MU<fi>p+9+1(Xp+1IXp)
and
(2.3) Hm E<n>U ^  £<n>-, ^ F
r>ρ
The differential operator dζn)1 is defined as the composition £<n)>J;,
D<n>p_lt9-»E<jι)l_ltq. Since the following diagram
is commutative, the 2?2-term is the homology of the complex
-* MU<ή>*+p(Wp) — •-* M ^ n ^ + ^ J F . ) -* M^<»>*(ϊΓo) - 0 .
By proposition 5 μζtίy induces an isomorphism
K«>: Mί/<»>, ® MU*{Wp) -* MU<flMWp)
for each p^O. On the other hand, we recall that
-* MU*+P{WP) - . . - ^ MU*(W0) -+ MU*(X) -> 0
is a free Mi/*-resolution of MU*(X). At present it follows immediately that
Considering the commutative square
MU*(W0) -> MC/<»* (8)
> MU<n>*(X0),
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it is trivial that
FVMU<jί>*{X) » Im {Kn>: MU<τϊ>* <g>
And the edge map of the spectral sequence coincides with the reduced map
Next we shall show that the spectral sequence {E(n}r(W(X))} is indepen-
dent of the choice of a connective MU*-resolution W{X) of X.
Let W(X)={Xky Wk) and K(Y)={y jk, F*} be connective MC/^-resolutions
of Xand Y respectively, and /: X->Ybe a morphism of CW-spectra. Then
there exist a connective MU*-resolution U(Y)={Zky Uk} of Y and morphisms
φ: W(X)-+U(Y) and ψ: V(Y)-*U(Y) of connective MC/*-resolutions which
lift/and Irrespectively. Moreover we can take as Uk CW^-spectra of the
form WkVVkVU'k. Thus we have a family {Zk, U'ky φk, ψ/^k^o of connective
CfF-spectra and morphisms such that
i) Uk=WkV VkV Uk-^ZkczZk+1 is a partial connective M£/*-resolution of Zk
of length 1, and
ii) the following diagram
Wk >Xk c Xk+1
1^ * l
Zk a Zk+1| 1
Vk >Yk c Yk+1
is commutative where Z
o
= Y, φ
o
=/and ψ
o
=l
γ
.
In fact, we shall construct the desired family {Zk, U'ky φk, ψk} by an induc-
tion process. Assume that there is a family {Zj, £/j-i, φj, ψjiosj^k with the
required properties. By Proposition 8 there exists a partial connective MU*-
resolution
C/ί—U
of Zk. Let θk: Uk=WkV Vk\jU'k->Zkbe the morphism induced by φk, ψk and
θ'k. We define a CW-spectrum ZA + 1 as the mapping cone of θk. Clearly
is a partial connective MU*-resolution of Zk. Besides we see that φk and ψk
induce the desired morphisms φk+1 and ψk+1 respectively.
The morphisms φ: W(X)-> U(Y) and ψ: V(Y)-»U{Y) of connective
MU*-resolutions yield morphisms
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{M {E<fl>r{U(Y))} ^ {E<n>'{V(Y))}
of spectral sequences and
of the increasing filtrations. Note that Fpφ* and Fpψ* coincide with/* and id
respectively. From the identification of the Z?2-terms we find that
φ% = Toτ"°*(MU<?i>*, /*) and ψ j = ΎorMU*(MU<n>*, id).
So i/rjjc are isomorphisms for all r, 2^r^°°. From the bijectivity of ψ* it
follows immediately that F*MU<ji\(Y)=F?MU<n>*(Y).
Putting X= Y and/=l
Λ Γ
, we obtain that
£<w>r(W{X)) » £<n>r(F(Z)) for all r, 2 ^ r ^ oo
and
for each
Thus the spectral sequence {E(n/{W{X))} is independent of the choice of a
connective M[/*-resolution W(X).
In addition the above discussion shows the naturality of our spectral
sequence.
Theorem 2. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and 0 ^ « < o o . Then
there exists a natural spectral sequence {E(nyr(X)} associated with MUζn}*(X)
such that
E<tί>UX) = Tor^(Mt/<n>*, MU*(X)).
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2 we have
Corollary 9. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and 0 ^ M < ° ° . If
Toτ™ {MU<μ>*, MC/*(X))=0/or allp^ί, then
is an isomorphism.
«>: MU<jί>* ® MU*(X) -* MU<ti>*(X)
2.3. Let K* and JRΓ* denote the complex homology and cohomology
K-theories, i.e., the Z2-graded (reduced) homology and cohomology theories
represented by the B[/-spectrum* Now we discuss the duality between K*(X)
and K*(X) for a connective CW-spectrum X. The Kronecker index gives a
natural homomorphism
(2.4) K : K*(X) -> Hom(i^*(X), Z).
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First we shall need the following special case [1].
Lemma 10. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum with H*(X) free abelian.
Then K: K*(X)->Hom(K*(X), Z) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let {Er(X)} and {E
r
(X)} be the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequences for K*(X) and K*(X) respectively. The duality homomorphism
K: K*(X)^>Hom(K*(X), Z) yields morphisms
κ
r
: E
r
{X) -* Hom(£%X), Z)
for 2 ^ r ^ o o . Since H*(X) is free abelian, the spectral sequence {Er(X)}
collapses and moreover
* 2 : H*{X) -> Hom(#*(X), Z)
is an isomorphism. This implies that the spectral sequence {E
r
(X)} collapses,
and then it is strongly convergent [2, Proposition 9]. Thus
Eψ*(X) » FPK*(X)/FP+1K *(X) and n F*K*{X) = {0} ,
where {FPK*(X)} is the usual decreasing filtration of K*(X) defined by
skeletons. Consider the following commutative diagram
0 -> HP(X; Z) -* K*{X)IFp+1K*{X) -> K*{X)IFpK*{X) -> 0
1 1 1
0 -> Hom{Hp{X\ Z\ Z) -> H o m ( F ^ ( Z ) , Z) -
with exact rows. We can show by an induction on p that
K*(X)/Fp+1K*(X) -+ Hom(FpK*(X)y Z)
are isomorphisms for all p. Remark that K*(X)e*]imK*(X)IFp+1K*(X)
[2, (3.5) and (3.6)] and Hom(K*(X)y Z)^limHom(FpK*(X), Z). We pass to
inverse limits and get that
*: K*(X) -> Hom(K*(X), Z)
is an isomorphism.
By MU**( ) we mean that MU*( ) is treated as Z2-graded by its even and
odd components. The homomorphism of coefficients
μ
c
: MU** -+Z
induced by the Thorn map μ
c
: MU-+BU may be identified (up to sign) with
the classical Todd genus. μ
c
=Td makes Z into a Z2-graded MCΛ^-module,
and then denote it by ZTd.
There exist a CW-spectrum of the form A— VΛ
a
 and a morphism/: A-*X
such that
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i) A
a
 is a finite CW-spectrum with H*(A
a
) free abelian, and
ii) /*: K*(A)-*K*(X) is an epimorphism.
(Cf., Proposition 8). On the other hand, a similar discussion to Proposition 5
shows that μ
c
 induces an isomorphism
(2.5) μ
c
: Z
c
: Td <
for any connective CW-spectrum B with H*(B) free abelian. Therefore we find
immediately that
(2.6) μ
c
:MU**(X)->K*(X)
is an epimorphism.
Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and W(X)= {Xk> Wk}k7>0 a connective
Mϋ^-resolution of X. Since μ
c
: MU**(Xk)-+K*(Xk) is an epimorphism and
K*(Wk) is free abelian, the sequence
(2.7) - K*+AW>) —••- K*+i{Wx) - ^ * ( ^ 0 ) -*K*(X) -» 0
becomes a free Z-resolution of ^^(Jί). Associated with the increasing filtration
{Xk=Xk+1jXΰ} we have the spectral sequence {£r[X|} of K*(X) such that
The £"2-term is the homology of the complex
0 -* K*(W0) -* K*+\WX) ->.
By virtue of Lemma 10 the Z?2-term is the homology of the complex
0 -* Hom(2?:*(IFo), Z) -+ Hom{K^
x
{W^ Z) -^.. .
Hence it follows that
EV\X\ « Ext 'ί^ί-X), Z).
The usual argument (cf., Theorem 2) shows that our spectral sequence is inde-
pendent of the choice of a connective MU*-resolution and it is natural.
Since Eψq[X]=0 for^φO, 1, our spectral sequence {2?
r
[-Y]} collapses, and
it is strongly convergent [2]. From an elementary discussion about spectral
sequences we obtain a universal coefficient sequence relating K* and K*.
Theorem 3. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum. Then there exists a
natural exact sequence
0 — ΈxtiK^X), Z) — K*(X) -* Hom(K*(X), Z) — 0 .
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3. CTF-spectra with low JWiT^-projective dimension
3.1. Let X be a CW-spectrum and 0^n<m^, <χ>. Making use of DolcΓs
theorem we have
, MU<fn>*{X))
^ Λ f £/<»>*, MU<ni>*{X)®Q)
« Tap* *(MU<ii>*9 H*(X; Q)) « 0
for all /> :> 1. This yields that
(3.1) Ύor%%<>»>*{MU<rι>*, MU<m>*(X))
for
We denote by horn dimMu<m>*MUζm>*(X) the projective demension of
MUζtny*(X) as a Mίy^/wX-module. Now Conner-Smith's theorem [6] is
extended to a connective CW-spectrum as follows (cf., [10]).
Theorem 4. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
0) homdim M ^M/7*(X)^l;
1) the Thorn homomorphism μ: MU*(X)-*H*(X) is an epimorphism;
II) the Thorn homomorphism μ induces an isomorphism μ\Z® MU*(X)-+H*(X)
III) Tor^*(Z, MU* (X))=0for allp^l.
Proof. We prove in the order: Π I ) - * Π ) - * I ) - > 0 ) - * Π I ) . " I I ) - * I ) " is
trivial. " Π I ) - > H ) " and "0)->ΠI)" follow immediately from Corollary 9 and
(3.1).
I)-^0): Let W->XdY be a partial connective MC/*-resolution of X.
By the surjectivity of μ\ MU*(X)-*H*(X), W->X aY forms a (partial) con-
nective H*-resolution of X of length 1. Therefore MU*(Y) is a free MU*-
module by Proposition 6, so
horn dimMu*MU*(X)^: 1 .
Let X be a connective CW-spectrum with horn ά\mMu*MU*(X)^ 1. Then,
by Theorem 4 and Lemma 4, μ(n): MU*(X)-*MU(n)*(X) is an epimorphism
for each n^>0. This implies that a connective MU*-resolution of X of length 1
forms a connective M£/<n>*-resolution of X of length 1. Thus
(3.2) X admits a connective MUζn)^-resolution of length 1,
and hence
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(3.3) hom di
provided hom άimMUφMU^(X)^l.
The exact sequence 0 — M77<»>*-^ M£/<»>*-^MI/<w-l>*-*0 of
tiy*-modules, 1 ^ M < C « , yields an exact sequence
0 - Tor?ί£<»> (Mt/<M-l>*, MU<.ή>*(X)) -
^ * 0.* g
jισ<»>*
Combining this with (1.3) we get a natural exact sequence
(3.4) O^Mf/<w-l>*,jS>_ MU<ny*(X)-—^MU<n-iy*{X)
(«-!>*, MUζny*(X))-+O
[3, Theorem 5.3].
Let M be a MU<n>*-module and N and L MU<n— O^-modules. Every
MU<n—iχ-module may be treated as a Mt/<y>*-module z /α the map rζfi}:
MU<ri)*-+MU(n—\y*. We have two strongly convergent spectral sequences
{2?
r
}and {E
r
} associated with the same graded MUζn— Γ>*-module such that
and
<«>*(M, iV), L)
(cf., [12, (1.7)]). Replacing M and ΛΓ by MU<n)*(X) and M ί / ^ - 1 ) * respec-
tively, we find that
(3.5) there exists a strongly convergent spectral sequence {E
r
} associated with
ΈxtU<n>*(MUζn>*(X)y L) such that
EV = EXtχ f E,< l l. 1 >.(Tor^<«> (Mt/<n>*(X), M?7<n-1>*), L).
Proposition 11. Let X be a CW-spectrum and l ^ r a < ° o . If
hom dim
Λί
rt/<M>+MC/<(n)>>|ί(^L')^l, then
i) τ<n>: ME7<n—1>* ® MC/<n>*(X)->Mf7<n—1>*(-Y) ώ an isomorphism,
and
ii) hom dimMt/<M_1>+Λf £/<rc— 1
Proof. Using (3.1) we get that
Tor^<»>*(MC/<n-l>*, MU<n>*{X))
« Tor^?<ί> (ME7<fi-l>*®ρ/Z, MU<tί>*{X)) = 0
for all />^ > 1, and by means of (3.4) that
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is an isomorphism. In the spectral sequence {E
r
} of (3.5) we have
Eζ'° = Έxtl
ίU<n-1>χMU<n-iy^X)fL) and EV = 0
for #4=0. This implies that
ExtfcWi>,(Mtf<n-l>*(X), L) « Ext%*
u<n>χMU<ή>*(X), L) =
for a l l ^ 2 . So horn dίπi
3.2. Let £w denote the connective .B [/-spectrum. The Thorn map
μ
c
: MU-+BU is lifted to a morphism
ζ:MU-*bu
of ring spectra. The usual morphism μ: MU->K(Z) coincides with the com-
ξ Vposition MU >bu >K(Z). Let us denote by k* the connective homology
J^-theory represented by bu.
Using the Stong-Hattori theorem we obtain
Proposition 12. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum. μ: MU*(X)->H*(X)
is an epimorphism if and only if η : k*{X) -*H*(X) is an epimorphism.
REMARK. Looking carefully at the proof given in [9] we can show that
μ\ MUJ(X)->HJ(X) are epimorphisms for Hlj^k if and only if η: kj{X)-+Hj(X)
are so for the same 7. (Or use Lemma 13).
As generators of the polynomial algebra MU* we can choose
such that
1)=l and Td(yj) = 0 for ;
Whenever we restrict our interest to the CW-spectra MUζn) with
Z[y19 * ,3Vl, we denote them by MUTd(n>. The morphism ζ: MU-*bu lifting
μ
c
: MTJ-^BU admits a factorization
MU ^ > MUTd<\> - ^ bu .
Since λ
x
 induces an isomorphism in the homotopy groups, λj is a homotopy
equivalence. Hence
(3.6) MC/TX1>*( ) « * * ( ) •
Then (/Aooti)* may be regarded as the homomorphism ζ.
Making use of Theorem 4, Propositions 11 and 12 and (3.3) we obtain
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Theorem 5. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and l ^ n < ° ° . The
following conditions are equivalent:
0) homdimM ί/,MC/*(X)^l;
0)
rt horn dimMUτd<n>itίMUTd<n>*(X)^ 1
I) , μ: MU*(X)-*H*(X) is an epimorphism;
I)7 η: k*(X)->H*(X) is an epimorphism.
Conner-Smith [6, Theorem 9.1 and Proposition 9.5] proved the following
theorem for a finite CW-complex. Therefore we can show by taking the direct
limits that it is also true for any CW-spectrum. Neverthless we shall directly
prove it along the line of [6].
Theorem 6 Let X be a CW-spectrum. Then μ
c
 induces an isomorphism
μ
c
: ZTd <g
*&**
and
*(ZTrf, MU**(X)) = 0 for all p^l.
Proof. Take a partial MU*-resolution W->Xd Y of X. By Proposition 8
we may assume that W is a wedge sum of finite CW-spectra. Consider the
following commutative diagram
0 -> Torί*£**(Z™, MU**(X)) - ZTd <g
MU**
ZTi ® MU**(W) - ZTΛ ®
MU** MU**
I ' i
K*(W) - K*(X) -* 0.
The vertical maps are all epimorphisms by (2.6), and in particular the center is
an isomorphism because of (2.5). Hence the bottom row becomes exact. Of
course the upper row is exact. With an application of ufour lemma" we see that
the right vertical map is an isomorphism. Thus
μ
c
: ZTd
is an isomorphism for any CW-spectrum X. Since this means that the left
vertical map is also an isomorphism, we get
Ύor
M%**(ZTdy MU**(X)) = 0 .
And a routine discussion involving an induction shows that
Z
τd, MU**(X))=0 for all p^ 1.
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The following theorem is the extension of [9, Theorem 2] to a connective
CW-spectrum.
Theorem 7. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum. The following conditions
are equivalent:
0) horn dimM Um MU*(X) ^ 2
1) ζ: MU*(X) -> k*{X) is an epimorphism
II) ζ induces an isomorphism ζ:k*® MU*(X)-*k*(X);
III) T o r ^ (**, MU*(X))=0fσr allp^ 1
IV) Toiϋ?:*(Z, MU*(X))=0for allp^ 1.
Proof. We prove in the order: IV)->III)-*II)->I)-^0)->IV). "II)->I)"
is trivial, and " I Π ) - > I I ) " and ^0)—IV)" follow from Corollary 9 and (3.1).
I)->0): Let W^>XaY be a partial connective MU*-resolution of X.
The surjectivity of ζ: MU*{X)-*k*{X) implies that W-*X(zY is a partial
connective k*-resolution of X, Remark that k*(Y) is free abelian. By the aid
of Lemma 3, Proposition 12 and Theorem 4 we see that horn dim
Λf[/*Mί7Hί( F ) ^ 1,
and hence
IV)->ΠI): The proof is due to [6]. From the exact sequence
•(1— x)
> k**->ZTd->0 and Theorem 6 we obtain an isomorphism
for each p^l. Take any a^Ύor^*(k^ MU*(X))9 p^ί. Then there exists
β= { / W ^ Σ Torf.%, (A+, MC/^Z)) such that (l-Xl).β=a. Since /3,.2iNΓ
==Q f° r large iV, βq+2N=Xiί'a=0. However our assumption yields that
«, MU*(X))
is a monomorphism for each p7> 1. So α = 0 , i.e.,
Torjf^ft*, MC/*(-Y)) = 0 for all p^ 1.
3.3. Let X be a connective CFF-spectrum and {Xp} the skeleton filtration
of X. As is easily seen, we have that
MU<m)>j{Xp) ss MUζmy^X) for j^p-1 and 0^/w^oo, and
Hj(X*) = 0 forj^p+l.
Moreover we get that
(3.8) MU<iyp+e(Xη « MC/<l> ί + 2 y + 8 (^) for j ^ O and £ = 0 or - 1 ,
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making use of the exact sequence
Hp+e+2J+3(xη -» MU<ι>p+t+2j(xη - ^ > Mu<ι>p+,+iί+2(x>) -> H p^2j+2{x>).
Under the condition that n=0 or 1,
(3.9) MU<n>*{X) is a {torsion) free abelian group if and only if MU<jt)*{Xp)
are so for all p.
Proof. Assume that MUζiy*(X) is (torsion) free abelian. By means of
(3.7) MU<Xϊj{Xp) is (torsion) free abelian for j^p—l. In the exact sequence
and MUQ.yp{XPlXp-x) is free abelian. So MU<V)p{Xp) is (torsion) free
abelian. Making use of (3.8) again we find that MUζiy*(Xp) is (torsion) free
abelian.
The other cases are evident.
Lemma 13. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum, n=0 or 1, and
Then (μ
mtn)*: MU(jn>£X)^MUζji>j(X) is an epimorphism for eachj^p if and
only if {μ
mtH)*:MU<my*{Xp)^MU(ny*(Xp) is an epimorphism.
Proof. The "if" part is immediate.
The "only if" part: Because of (3.7) (μ
m
,
r t)*: MU<jn>AX*)-*MU<jί>AXp)
is an epimorphism ίoτ j^p—\. Consider the following commutative diagram
MU<myp+1{XIXp) -> MU<myp{Xp) -> MU<jn>p(X) -* 0
{XIXp) ~> MU<n>p(X*) - MU<ή>p(X) - 0
with exact rows. The right vertical map is an epimorphism by the assumption.
And the left one is so as is easily seen. With an application of "four lemma*'
we see that the central map is an epimorphism.
In the n=0 case we recall that Hi(Xp)=0 for i^p-\-l. Consequently we
obtain that MU<rny*{Xp)->H*(Xp) is an epimorphism. In the n=ί case we
have the commutative square
where 8=0 or — 1 a n d / ^ 1. The left vertical map is an epimorphism and the
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bottom horizontal map is an isomorphism by (3.6). Therefore we get that
ΆIU<rt>*(Xp)-+MUQ.>*(Xp) is an epimorphism.
Combining (3.9) with Proposition 6 and Lemma 13 with Theorems 4 and 7
we obtain the following theorem (cf., [8]).
Theorem 8. Let X be a connective CWspectrum and ra=0, 1 or 2. Then
horn dimMU^MU^(X)^n if and only if horn dimMu*MU*(Xp)^n for all p.
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